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CHAPTE RR ONE 

ARCHEOLOGE S S 

"...t oo writ e history means giving 

datess its physiognomy"  Walter  Benjamin. 

II  begin with the bizarre spectacle of the public square spread out both at the 'center'  and at the 

'margins''  of the nation where, as a 'surplus', it wrecks havoc on such well worn dichotomies as 

'nature/culture ''  or  'city'  vs. 'countryside'. In this and the following chapters I approach this surplus as 

thee serialized imprin t of a wil l that institutes, in an ever  reiterated moment of originary violence, the 

fantasy-spacee of the nation. Insisting, then, on Plaza Bolivar '  as precisely such a fantasy-space I 

wishh here to explore its workings as both screen and void. That is, as the screen where projected the 

nation'ss realities become both recognizable and desirable and as the void for  the recurrent 

emergencee of spectral apparitions. Throughout, I wil l explore the possible reasons for  this fantasy 

space'ss literality , modular  character  and seriality, so that the entire territor y of the nation is dotted by 

thee serial proliferatio n of its "Plaza Bolivars" . I wil l also suggest a genealogy for  the emergence of 

thiss fantasy-space in the vexed history of the country's liberalisms and the chronic warfare of its 

nineteenthh century. Before, however, I turn to two of this space's emblematic figures: the 'peasant 

artist''  and the 'blind man'. 
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TheThe blind man at the center... 

Rightt  at the center  in one of the four  corners of Plaza Bolivar' , the "heart, pulse, and 

footprin tt  of Caracas"  (the subtitle of a coffee-table book on the public square), leaning on a cane a 

blindd man stands and moves about. Awash in tropical sunlight, he is surrounded by a captive audi-

encee of onlookers. Their  ostensible focus is the blind man's telling of the life and deeds of Bolivar 

thee 'father  of the fatherland', which he narrates from cradle to grave in an abundance of vivid and 

fabulouss detail. His delivery is indeed fascinating. An instantiation of the kind of sublime 

republicann oratory favored by local politicians and public officials, it gains rhetorical force from the 

volleyy of neologisms which the blind man fires in rapid succession at his audience. While these 

undoubtedlyy intensify the genre's deliberate archaism and auratic distance, part of the efficacy of the 

narrativ ee trap that he so carefully lays out also comes from the blind man's cunning as a story teller. 

Take,, for  example, the telling's instantaneous descents into joyful vulgarity down from the 

monumentalizedd heights of the hero, thus unexpectedly reaching amidst explosive laughter  into the 

bodilyy recesses, appetites, and desires of the audience. Releasing narrative tension, these switches 

fromfrom  'classic' to 'grotesque* body and back are one possible version of the exchange between sacred 

andd profane that is intrinsi c to state fetishism (Taussig, 1992; 1997). These are also the occasions 

cleverlyy seized upon by the blind man to peddle his charms and lucky numbers to the audience, ever 

soo grateful to be momentarily let off the hook of the state's monumentalized story. 

Besidess his abundant narrative resources I believe that it is his blindness which ultimately 

accountss for  the story teller's compelling hold. If due to its ceaseless alternation of depth and screen 

thee face as fetish is "th e mother  of all borderlands"  (Taussig, 1998:225) then surely blindness does 

ann interesting number  on this border. Much as shutters his eyelids interrupt the play of 'depth' and 

'surfacee appearances' from within which, following Taussig, the "soul"  and interiorit y are installed 

inn broad daylight as the "publi c secret"  which everyone desires (ibid:225-228). Beyond the 

everydayy play of the seen and the unseen from within which the 'secret'  gains currency and 
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continuingg sustenance, the blind old man affords a somewhat paradoxical guarantee. Namely, that 

thee 'secret'  indeed hides some thing, the secret congealing into thingness precisely and paradoxically 

inn the midst of total invisibility . It is, then, those gestures whereby the 'inside' at specific times and 

placess is totally withdrawn from view (a curtain is lowered or  a pair  of eyelids shut) that concern 

mee here. They invest whatever  is fancied to be there, huddled in the 'inside', with an air  of 

permanencee far  removed from the wear  and tear  of the everyday. Total invisibility , the secret's 

secret,, coincides with those moments when the doors of the law are irrevocably shut before Kafka' s 

mann of the countryside or  the blindman's eyelids remain sealed throughout his telling. Listening to 

hiss words without access to the teller's interiority , the audience realizes that there is indeed depth, 

thatt  the nation has a 'soul'  forever  locked away behind the screen of appearances. This realization 

thatt  all along and at a safe distance the nation's soul keeps watch behind their  backs, frees the 

audiencee for  the distracted pursuit of pleasures and everyday banality. At the very center  of the 

squaree somewhat withdrawn from the group pressed around the storyteller  stands the equestrian 

statuee of the Liberator . Although beyond official celebrations no one usually heeds the silent statue, 

thee distracted passerby receives from the blind man the assurance that trapped within its epic forms 

theree is indeed a soul. And that, if necessary, the statue may speak the nation's soul thus turnin g into 

aa speaking statue. 

...and...and the 'peasant artist' at the margins 

Strangee as it may seem, at the end of a seven-hour  mule tri p on a mountaintop basically in 

thee middle of nowhere another  Plaza Bolf var  rises above the high altitude valleys below. Along 

withh a shrine devoted to the nation's foremost popular  saint with, at its rear, a calvary paved with 

extraordinaryy carvings, this plaza is the creation of a peasant from the Venezuelan Andes. In recent 

yearss both the artist and his work have become the focus of a trul y hagiographic cult among 

populistt  artists and intellectuals, bent on seeing both as preeminent embodiments of the nation's 
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popularr essence. In the cult's quasi canonical story it is distance, triggered by a traumatic event, 

whichh forms the narrative scaffold for the epiphany of the popular surging pristinely on a mountain 

topp far removed from the confusions and complications of modernity. Shortly after turning forty, 

wee are told, the death of his mother provoked in the artist an acute existential crisis that prompted 

himm to leave town and seek refuge in the cold and remote pastures which his family owns in the sur-

roundingg mountains. There in the midst of distance his creativity flourished (Arvelo, N/D:30-33; 

Panchart,, 1992:25-26). Distance is also the implicit condition that the contemporary pilgrim must 

meett if a true encounter with the artist's creations is to take place. This is made clear by the partial 

replicaa of the mountain site recently built by the artist in his hometown to accommodate the needs 

off  less adventurous visitors. As both the literature devoted to the original site and the lore 

exchangedd among pilgrims suggest, a visit to this replica in no way qualifies as such a true encoun-

ter.. Besides these two reciprocal distances at whose intersection gushes the spring where the 

pilgrims'' thirst for the popular is quenched, it was an additional distance that first moved me and 

myy wife Patricia to visit the original site. Spiced of course with the appropriate sense of excitement 

andd adventure it was, to use the somewhat dull expression, critical distance vis-a-vis the fabulous 

narrativess of people and nation that one bright morning in March made us hit the pilgrim's trail. 

Needlesss to say I had greatly underestimated the interpellative power of these narratives and 

whyy they often (though by no means always) reach their destination. Pressed to the back of our 

mules,, more than once we indeed had the chance to taste this power as we descended the steep, 

rockyy slope right out of some improbable western that was the final stage of our trip. Watching the 

pebbless fly beneath our mules' I caught a fleeting yet sharp glimpse of how narrative power wells at 

thosee frayed junctures where representation meets the fault lines joining life and death. In some 

wayss one could say with Zizek that such junctures are akin to the impasse that for him (and for 

Lacan)) precedes the assumption by subjects of their mandates in the symbolic order. Amounting to 

ann "interpellation prior to identification" (Zizek, 1994:60), although ultimately unavoidable these 
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kindss of "obscene and impenetrable"  impasses (ibid:61) permeated with enjoyment are what the 

subjectt  nonetheless "endeavours to avoid"  (ibid:60) by assuming a symbolic mandate. According to 

Zizek,, it is in this interspace between the 'reaT and the 'symbolic'  that fantasies flourish, their  power 

largelyy stemming from their  abilit y to utter  wholeness right  there where violence, death or  just 

blissfull  abandon threaten to overcome the subject. Hence why the fantasies of the popular  woven 

aroundd the Andean peasant right in the midst of a somewhat scary and forbiddin g landscape out of 

whichh they promise to rescue the pilgrim s into wholeness. If at the center  the "blin d man"  makes 

paradoxicallyy manifest the soulful state of the nation, congealing into existence amidst total invisi-

bility ,, then at the margins it is the peasant "artist "  who ensures that the nation's popular  body wil l 

theree achieve its most visible epiphany. Between Mn d man' and 'artist' , soulful state and popular 

bodyy or, to provide a spatial gloss, center  and periphery, the fantasy of the nation-state blossoms 

intoo wholeness. Much lik e the Chinese Emperor's map in Borges' story, it thereby spreads itself 

overr  the nation's entire territor y thus covering up its every nook and cranny just as it does its lacks, 

absencess and discontinuities. A fantasy of wholeness forming just there where an impossible real 

eludess the grasp of the symbolic, for  Zizek it is this kernel of enjoyment that would glue subjects to 

theirr  mandates as citizens in the symbolic order  of the nation-state, and, in so doing, lays this order's 

mostt  lasting foundations. 

Revealingg as all the above binarisms indeed are they did not quite, however, correspond to 

whatt  we eventually found at the site, and for  which nothing of what I had read or  heard before 

actuallyy prepared me: not just the manifestation of the popular  but the popular  manifestation of the 

mainn official emblems of the nation-state. Right there where the literatur e and stories had predis-

posedposed me for  a mountain rendez-vous with folk religiosity, in addition we found an unexpected 

extraa for  which we had not really bargained. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, upon 

arriva ll  we were greeted by a miniatur e Plaza Bolivar '  (Liberator' s bust included) flanked by a 

gorgeouss shrine boasting the Venezuelan flag on one side and a calvary on the other, all tightl y 
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collectedd within the walled compound comprising the site. Within this single site where the popular 

shouldd have shone undisturbed, all the main signatures of the nation-state were instead scribbled in 

popularr characters across the rugged surface of an indeed faraway place. Like an anamorphic stain 

onn the very site of the popular, in Venezuela these stately signatures are the surplus which 

scrambless all the neat (and serviceable) divisions of fantasy-labor between 'artist' and "blind man.'6 

Theyy also, I might add, trouble the boundaries between 'real', 'imaginary' and 'symbolic' registers, 

thuss exposing their status as porous, non-discreet domains subjected to ongoing, reciprocal 

contaminationn (Derrida, 1996:59). 

Al ll  this is not meant to suggest that popular creativity is in any way reducible to a debased 

expressionn of some more elevated, canonical instance. The marvelous shapes produced by the artist 

manyy of which are displayed at the site—shrine and altar, carved crosses, saints, and chairs, 

weavings,, miniature sanctuaries, and so on—clearly say otherwise. What the juxtaposition of the 

"blindd man' and the 'popular artist' does is to raise a series of intriguing questions. First, what is it 

aboutt agency and creativity in Venezuela that, no matter where they are, seems to demand from its 

citizenss that they occupy even if briefly the soulful state of the nation? And what about the 

anamorphicc stain on whatever appears on Plaza Bolivar that, as a surplus, is in such objects what is 

moree than the objects? Because of such a stain looked from one side objects as chairs, a few 

carvings,, or a collection of people gathered on Sunday at the square are just that, people, chairs or 

carvings.. Looked from the other, however, these same things are objets charged with a stately stuff 

whichh sticks to them as phantasmatic glue. Also how is it that all this historically came about, what 

aree the possible genealogies for such an idiosyncratic enunciative position and for the surplus which 

itt disseminates everywhere in the world? Given that the state's soul is figured as the final seat of the 

6.. Through his use of "pilgrimage as method" the analysis of these kinds of exchanges between the 'state' and the 
'popular'' have, of course, been pioneered both for Venezuela and elsewhere by Taussig's work on "State Fetishism" 
(1992,, 1997). My own work differs from this author's remarkable poetics of the state in Venezuela in having a more 
analyticall  and historical focus. 
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citizen'ss will , another  way of framing the above questions is to ask why is it that this wil l repeatedly 

assertss itself across the nation in the serial proliferatio n of its Plaza Bolivars, within the frames 

affordedd by the latter? Since ultimately the fantasies of the popular  alluded to above adhere to the 

spacee of one of these plazas way up in the mountains, addressing this last question involves 

exploringg not just how but also why Plaza Bolivar  functions so pervasively as the fantasy-space of 

thee nation. Al l along I wil l be concerned with the peculiar  economy which already for  well over  a 

centuryy has locked the nation's soulful state and its popular  body in a densely knit set of reciprocal 

exchanges.. Finally I hope that all I have said so far  already suggests that such an exchange 

crystallizess in fantasy around the sharp edges of a void, that is, in response to unavoidable lack. 

Whil ee interrogating its status, much of what I wil l say from now on wil l skirt this void as I explore 

wholenesss right  there where an ultimately irrepressible excess threatens to explode it. Documenting 

bothh the historical antagonisms at stake and their  intractabilit y will , therefore, occupy me 

throughoutt  much of what follows. 

DeathDeath and the Empty Place of Power 

Iff  for  Benjamin "t o writ e history means giving dates their  physiognomy"  (Benjamin, 

1989:67)) then no better  way of doing so for  the Venezuela of the 1870s than to assign to these dates 

thee physiognomy of Plaza Bolfvar, as the latter  emerged during the Guzma'n Blanco regime in the 

closingg decades of the nineteenth century. In the prevailing historiography this regime is generally 

construedd as Venezuela's first  comprehensive experiment in state centralization. As such, it is often 

seenn as some sort of general, preliminar y essay for  the more lasting and successful state centralizing 

processs carried out by the Gomez dictatorship already in the twentieth century. Among its many 

possiblee features, perhaps no single one condenses better  the significance the regime had both for 

itss contemporaries and for  generations of later  historians than the aggressive program of public 

workss which it carried out throughout the nation, but especially in the capital city Caracas during 
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thee Septenio, the label given by the regime to its first  seven years in power  (Caraballo, 1983; 

Zawisza,, 1983,1988:31-59). In this regard, the Guzman Blanco regime did not differ  from others 

alll  throughout Latin America which, with varying degrees of success, embarked during approxi-

matelyy the same years on similar  modernizing programs. A key element of these was the design to 

alterr  the colonial facades of the capital cities so as to align them with the expectations and standards 

prevalentt  in the main capitalist centers of the world at the time, especially London and Paris 

(Needell,, 1987, 1995:519,524-537; Rama, 1984:71-102; Romero, 1976:249). Such a design was 

consistentt  with the novel ties which Latin America contracted with the North Atlanti c world in the 

'Agee of Empire' (Hobsbawn, 1989), broadly characterized by a shift from commerce to the whole-

salee export of manufactured goods and capitals from the industrializin g capitalist center  to the 

peripheries. . 

Thiss story of empire is, of course, well known and I do not need to rehearse it here in any 

detail.. For  my purposes it will suffice to take the story's broad outlines for  granted when arguing 

specificc developments within Venezuela both during the Guzman Blanco regime and its aftermath 

inn the 1880s and 90s. What I will do instead is to focus on this regime's decision to thoroughly 

remodelremodel Caracas' main central square and install, at its very center, the Liberator' s Simon Bolivar 

equestriann statue. This as a means to gain insight into the crystallization of a state imaginary which 

onlyy in recent years has begun to exhibit any perceptible cracks. 

Shortlyy after  assuming power  in 1870 in the wake of a bloody revolution against a coalition 

orr  "fusion"  of 'liberals' and 'conservatives', as such frequent realignments were commonly called at 

thee time, Guzman Blanco decreed in 1872 the erection of the Bolfvar  monument right at the center 

off  the square already baptised as Plaza Bolivar  (Schael Martinez, 1974:8; Misle, 1999:98; Zawisza, 

1989:165).. Along with the other  inscriptions which were to figure in the base of the monument, the 

textt  of the decree also included Guzman's personal dedication: "General Antonio Guzman Blanco, 

Presidentt  of the Republic, erects this monument in 1874"  (Zawisza, 1989:165). Implicitl y placing 
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Guzmenn in a direct relationship to Bolivar  as the only living citizen entitled to address the Liberator 

inn person, this dedication exemplifies the circuit of interlocution articulated by the exuberant state 

cultt  which the regime instituted around the figure of the dead hero (for  the cult see: Caballero, 

1993:24;;  Camera Damas, 1983; 1989; Castro Leiva, 1991:9-10; Fauquié, 1991:105-118; Viso, 

1982:65-71).. While positioning Guzman as the exclusive intermediary between Bolivar  and the 

nation,, in turn such circuit focused the whole nation on Guzman as the ultimate sole addressee of its 

grievancess and expectations and as the recipient of the nation's unending shows of "gratitude" . The 

inscriptionn registers some of 'guzmancismo's' enabling ambiguities as a system of rule. Notice, for 

example,, that in contrast to the "gratitude "  which, in official contexts, defined the relations of the 

nationn towards Guzman, the inscription unequivocally portrays Guzman's rapport with Bolivar  as 

issuingg from an act of sovereign will . Not for  Guzman any of the showy displays of either  'gratitude' 

orr  'devotion' which, constantly, the 'nation' lavishly showered on him. Almost as if proclaiming 1 do 

itt  just because I want to, out of my own sovereign will' 7 the inscription instead equates Guzman 

withh Bolivar, implicitl y suggesting a private tête-a-tête between the two. Perhaps it even raises him 

overr  the latter  since, owing nothing to the liberator , Guzman in turn institutes the very conditions 

thatt  will allow for  Bolfvar  's memorialization in the present So much so that to call, as I did above 

andd others have done before me, the inscription a dedication is to some extent a misnomer. 

Sincee it was first  proposed in the 1870s numerous writing s have called attention, often 

critically ,, to this virtual identification and even exchangeability which the state cult instituted 

betweenn the two figures of Guzman and Bolivar  (Briceno, 1964:10,196-207; Carrera Damas, 1989; 

Estevaa Grillet , 1986:123; Key-Ayala, 1949:133-134; Larrazabal, 1873:26; Zawisza, 1988:10,179). 

7.. These expressions are a rough translation of the Spanish expression "lo hago porque me da la real gana" (literally, "I 
doo it out of my royal will" ) which captures in largely untranslatable ways the flavor of what I claim was the subtext of 
thee inscription. This expression synthetically codifies the kind of will which, for complex historical reasons, has been 
institutionalizedd in Venezuela and which, as a result, many Venezuelan citizens claim for themselves both in the country 
andd abroad in numerous public and private ocassions. 
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Soo much so that in the context of the cult the former hardly ever made a solitary appearance but was 

invariablyy paired to the latter in every one of the cult's manifold expressions, from civic rituals, 

internationall  exhibits, triumphal archs and the distribution of commemorative medals with the 

effigiess of Bolivar and Guzman inscribed on each side, to the torrential flood of public speeches, 

public-workss inaugurations or official publications which made up the regime's spectacular politics. 

Whatt makes the above mentioned inscription especially interesting is that it displays the play of 

slippagess and substitutions just at the site where it was more at risk of being arrested and even 

undone.. At the very center of the capital city's central square dedicated to Bolivar, in the context of 

aa republican cult for which this dead hero's founding will was itself the numinous center from 

withinn which the entire nation was to be brought under the aegis of thee centralizing state, it was 

indeedd not an easy thing to pull-off the one-for-the-other conjuring trick. And, yet, to do so 

preciselyy at this very site was crucial. 

Forr complex reasons among other things having to do with the convergence of a Jacobin 

republicann tradition and an official neoclassicism focused obsessively on the aesthetic of the monu-

ment,, there was no other possible center for the state cult than the equestrian statue of the Liberator. 

Ass the hub of a series of concentric circles radiating outwards from itself to the entire nation, this 

statuee and not the living ruler was ultimately the unavoidable topographic and symbolic axis of the 

cult.. As such, in all its numb materiality it was also the stumbling block which Guzman both 

neededd to circumvent but also, at times, inevitably confront. While I will explore further the just 

mentionedd convergence in order to begin understanding the paradoxes and conundrums spun by the 

cult,, split between an ostensible focus on Bolivar and an implicit but by no means less intensive or 

consequentiall  one on Guzman, I need to unpack some of the key terms which so far I have only 

mentionedd in passing. 

Att least in its implications for the Guzman regime, something which has not been 

sufficientlyy emphasized in the literature but must be unambiguously stated from the start is that the 
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Cultt  of Bolivar  was a thoroughly republican cult This means that although it is quite true that its 

tacitt  focus was indeed Guzman, on whom it implicitl y bestowed a quasi-providential status, it is 

stilll  the case that the cult was not, either  covertly or  explicitly, in any way symbolically expressive 

off  the kind of sacred kingship made popular  by a certain anthropological literature. Nor, for  that 

matter,, was Guzmen the South American version of the proverbial sacred ruler  supposed to have 

lordedd over  a congeries of Southeast Asian polities. Indeed, to resist this kind of quick 

anthropologizingg is essential for  apprehending what was trul y at stake in the cult's establishment 

andd further  development, both with regard to the Guzmen regime and for  the ensuing history of the 

republic. . 

Thee bearing republicanism had on the cult's dynamics as well as on its inherent possibilities 

andd inbuil t constraints is best understood in reference to Lefort' s remarks concerning democracy as 

thee regime "where the locus of power  becomes an empty place"  (1988:17). In other  words since for 

liberalismm and republican ideology generally power  belongs abstractly to the people, it follows that 

itt  must be dispersed among the generality of the population. As a result no single individual or 

groupp may legitimately occupy or  "become consubstantial with"  the symbolic locus of power 

which,, instead, as Lefort convincingly argues, should remain empty and unrepresentable (ibid: 17). 

Inn this regard republican democratic politics may be characterized as the continuous struggle to 

preservee this very emptiness and unrepresentability through the ongoing redistributio nn of power, the 

institutionalizatio nn of conflict and the formulation of procedural rules for  securing the accountabili-

ty,, delegate status and alternabilit y of those provisionallyy in power  (ibid: 17). 

Al ll  of the above applies to the letter  to the Guzman regime, albeit admittedly in an 

idiosyncraticc and somewhat perverse fashion. Thus no matter  how dictatorial the regime was in 

practice,, its entire discourse of legitimation as well as the panoply of its ritual , symbolic and 

emblematicc forms were entirely derived from the ideology of republican liberalism (Gabaldón, 

1983:101-145;;  Carrera Damas, 1997:102-113; 1988:33-58). As a result, the irresistible impulse to 
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signifyy and articulate the ensemble of the regime's centralizing practices through the person of 

Guzmann was itself marred by a tacit prohibition. Namely, that preventing the dictator from symboli-

callyy occupying the locus of power thus becoming its rightful embodiment. It is primarily in 

referencee to this implicit prohibition that one may understand the widespread nineteenth century 

practicee of "renouncing" power. Allegorized in the magistrate's single and magnanimous gesture of 

supremee republican selflessness, since Independence this practice became pervasive among rulers 

throughoutt Latin America, and, especially, Venezuela (Castro Leiva, 1985:135-136; Zawisza, 

1989:11;; Lynch, 1992:115). In all their intense pathetism and theatricality such selfless 

manifestationss of republican virtue were in line with the neoclassicism that, for reasons to be 

clarified,, led in Latin America an especially stubborn afterlife as the official aesthetics of a good 

manyy liberal regimes. Given this aesthetics it is not at all surprising that it was Cincinnatus, the 

Romann dictator, that was the obliged reference in virtually all of such self-sacrificing gestures. 

Alongg with a wealth of other references drawn from classical antiquity, and especially Roman 

literature,, the topos of the dictator voluntarily renouncing power and retiring into privacy to lead the 

frugall  lif e of the peasant ploughing his lands on the banks of the Tiber proved irresistible. It was 

insistentlyy invoked on countless public occasions as well as in numerous political tracts, pamphlets 

andd historiographical writings, always in connection to the assertion of the desired independence of 

thee republic from any kind of untoward usurpations. As far as it goes I find Castro Leiva convincing 

whenn he refers this republican practice in Venezuela to the "mimesis of the first actor" Bolivar. 

Largelyy due to the huge shadow which, for a number of reasons, Bolivar cast on Venezuelan 

republicanism,, his gesture of "magnanimously" (Castro Leiva, 1985:135) renouncing power to end 

hiss days in Santa Marta, Colombia, destitute and abandoned by a great many of his erstwhile 

followerss could not but exert a decisive influence on his successors: 

Itt is in this sense that Paez, magnanimously, refuses the headmanship of the new nation 

untill  finally yielding to accept the burden that would distance him from his private life, the 
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constantt  theatrical longing of every enlightened protagonist of the course of things 

(ibid:135-136). . 

Inn these gestures of renunciation power  is always the heavy "burden"  which a uniquely punishing 

"fate""  has imposed on the ruler. Thus in his speech at the opening of the Venezuelan Academy of 

Languagee in 1884 Guzmen Blanco mentions "havin g had to rule Venezuela against his own will " 

amongg the "eight impositions"  which "fate"  had him endure (Briceno, 1964:46). Or, again, a few 

yearss before in his 1874 Presidential Message, when after  having ruthlessly ruled the nation for  four 

yearss he "modestly"  claimed for  himself "th e glory of self-sacrifice"  by tending his renunciation. As 

Zawiszaa dryly notes, "after  this speech he would still remain 14 more years in power"  (1989:11). 

Thatt  very same year, on the occasion of the public inauguration of a main thoroughfare, Guzmen 

reiteratedd his lack of personal ambitions referrin g back as proof to his recent offer, rejected by 

Congress,, of giving up power  and "retirin g to a peaceful existence (..) on the banks of the Thames, 

thee Sena, the Manzanares or  the Tiber  (ibid: 11). I could go on pilin g example upon example, but in 

theirr  repetitiousness and highly codified character  they would add very littl e to the ones already 

given.. In every case it was as if power  was the hot potato that the ruler  was literall y dying to get off 

hiss hands, and only momentarily held as a token of his willin g self-sacrifice for  the Republic. 

Beginningg with the "firs t actor"  himself I believe, however, that although it certainly helps 

too understand the prestige and, to some extent, perhaps even the very form assumed by the practice, 

inn and of itself "mimesis"  cannot account for  the insistence with which to renounce power  in 

Venezuelaa became one of the preeminent modalities of its exercise. Beyond the customary sneers at 

thee cynicism with which Péez, Guzntón and other  Venezuelan rulers pretended to renounce power 

whilee all along greedily holding on to it, I believe that the insistent, almost routine way in which 

theyy appealed to this gesture speaks volumes about the kind of constraints that they were 

answerablee to in exercising power. The concentration of ever  larger  quotas of political power  and 

influencee onto themselves clearly stumbled against the republican injunction against occupying the 

locuss of power. In the blinding light that this empty center  projected over  the political, their 

reiteratedd gestures of renunciation should be seen as the means of restoring their  republican 

legitimacyy continuously eroded by their  unrepublican behavior. As the means, also, of staging the 

kindss of "acclamations"  which, with predictable regularity , followed the ruler' s announcements to 
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renounce,, and which themselves secured their  perpetuation in power  in circumstances in which no 

matterr  how much of it they had grabbed their  hold over  power  was at best precarious (the reasons 

forr  the latter  will become clearer  when I consider  the historical process out of which the Guzmen 

regimee emerged)8. 

Itt  is true that the Guzmen regime constantly brushed against the alluded prohibition , repeat-

edlyy testing its limit s through countless initiatives. Among these erecting several statues of the ruler 

bothh in Caracas and elsewhere, the dissemination of the portrai t of Guzmdn in countless public 

officess all across the nation, its display in the inaugurations of public works or  its free distributio n 

too followers in state ceremonies, as well as the stamping of an endless series of school walls, 

bridgess or  official buildings everywhere with thee ruler' s name and effigy surely must count among 

thee most significant (Caraballo, 1983:181-185,193-195; Briceno, 1964:231-234). And, yet, it is not 

justt  that these initiatives did not in any way lif t the basic prohibitio n but their  very nervous prolif -

erationn was itself symptomatic of the latter's considerable force and persistence. To appreciate the 

former,, i.e., the initiatives' ultimately non-transgressive status, it suffices to consider  that while their 

veryy logic and dynamism tacitly demanded that the central locus of power  be filled with the 

monumentalizedd representation of Guzmen this, however, never  happened. What did happen is that 

givenn its imperious need not to leave this locus empty together  with the impossibility of filling  it 

withh Guzmen, the dominant order  "solved"  the conundrum by choosing Bolivar  as the next best 

availablee alternative. As Guzman's dead proxy, the Liberator  was indeed the filler  which in the 

8.. Guzman Blanco himself was quite explicit regarding the necessary emptiness of the locus of power in the republic. 
Thuss in an 1854 speech, given a few years before assuming power, he stated: "Governments do not have (..) power, 
whatt they have is only authority, that part of dominium which is delegated to them because of mere social convenience, 
tromm which it results that every Government must be elected, and that in such election must intervene all those whose 
individuall  dominium must enter in the total sum off  delegated authority. Otherwise legitimacy is lacking, and, therefore, 
onee lacks justice in the exercise of rule" (Guzmen in Briceno, 1964:41). It is highly significant that Manuel Briceno, 
perhapss the shrewdest among Guzman's contemporary critics and the author of a especially insightful book on his 
regime,, quotes this passage from Guzman to turn it against him as one of the most damming indictments that could 
possiblyy be levelled at his rule. Not surprisingly given all I have been arguing, Guzman never acknowledged the validity 
off  this indictment insisting, against all possible evidences, on the essentially democratic character of his regime. In this 
essayy I make considerable use of the book by Briceno. 
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prevailingg ideological circumstances was best suited for  the job. 

Besidess republicanism, death in connection to the republican strictures vis-a-vis power  in its 

link ss with civil society is, then, the second of the two terms which need to be unpacked for 

appreciatingg the paradoxes and limitation s besetting the regime while sponsoring the Bolfvar  Cult. 

I ff  the locus of power  was at all to be filled (and filled it needed to be given the centralizing aims 

andd complexion of the regime), then republicanism demanded that such fillin g could only be 

performedd by the monumentalized representation of one or  another  dead republican hero. In her 

bookk on The Statues of Paris June Hargrove identifies the injunction against erecting statues to 

livin gg men as one of the main changes brought about by the French Revolution regarding 

memorializationn and the appropriate status and use of public monuments (Hargrove, 1989:11-45). 

Thee one single exception in France to the republican rule that only the dead should be 

monumentalizedd was Napoleon's decision, taken however  with considerable trepidation by the 

Emperor,, to allow his effigy to top the Column of the Grand Army inaugurated on 15 August 1810 

too "mar k (his) forty-firs t birthday"  (ibid:44). Not even Guzman's avowed model, Napoleon HI  (see 

Silvaa Beauregard, 1993:37,52,519; Nazoa, 1987:112-114 for  Napoleon ffl  and the France of the 

Secondd Empire as models for  the Guzman regime), who together  with his regime was responsible 

forr  promoting a cult of the dead emperor  his uncle which was the direct inspiration for  the Bolfvar 

cult,, ever  dared to break this rule by having statues erected to himself. As opposed to past 

monarchs,, not statues but "objects designed to be of public utility "  (Truesdell 1998:88) such as 

railroadd stations, boulevards and other  public works were the monuments which the Second Empire 

profuselyy consecrated to the ruler . According to Truesdell 

thiss change reflects a fundamental shift in the nature of political legitimacy in the nineteenth 

century,, a shift from emphasizing the physical person of the leader  to emphasizing what the 

leaderr  had accomplishedd (ibid:88). 
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Inn their  own ways, both Hargrove and Truesdel! make clear  that the above mentioned rule issued 

fromfrom  the republican ideal of equality, according to which power  ought to be dispersed across 

societyy so that not one single of its living members is to be elevated above his contemporaries. Only 

death,, therefore, can legitimately bestow on anyone the kind of symbolic preeminence which in the 

Ancienn Régime adhered to the body of the monarch. 

Noo matter  how selective Guzman's adoption of the model of the Second Empire indeed was, 

hee still somehow needed to wrestle with the republican injunction to leave empty the locus of 

powerr  and somehow accord death its role as the republic's most stringent criteri a for  the 

monumentalizationn of its exemplary citizens. In what follows, I will explore the meandering 

processs whereby Plaza Bolivar  was both remodeled and given its equestrian statue as a way of 

understandingg how the Guzman regime dealt with, circumvented and was itself unraveled by the 

needd to somehow attend to this double requirement. In doing so, I will also begin to suggest the 

largelyy unintended consequences of this process for  the political imaginary of the nation. 

PlazaPlaza Mayor/Plaza Bolivar 

Whenn in 1872 along with its inscriptions Guzman decreed the erection of the Bolivar  statue, 

hee had already been involved with the fate of Plaza Bolivar  for  several years at least since 1865. In 

thatt  year  a debate crowded the pages of two of the local newspapers, El Federalista and El 

Porvenir,Porvenir, concerning the future status of Caracas' main public square the remodeling of which was 

byy then underway. Not yet the maximum authority that he would eventually become, at the time 

Guzmann held the office of First Designated (Primer  Designado) in the federalist administration of 

Juann Crisóstomo Falcon of whom Guzman was the main lieutenant. This administration was estab-

lishedd in 1863 in the wake of the Federal War, a bloody conflict which raged over  a period of 5 

yearss (1858-1863) thoroughly ravaging the nation's economy and which, at least according to some 

historians,, left behind some 200,000 dead (Pino Iturrieta , 1993:126-127; Polanco Alcantara, 

1992:273).. This is a trul y staggering figure if one considers that the total population of Venezuela 

wass estimated at the time at about 2,000,000 inhabitants (Lopez, 1992:644). For  reasons that will be 

addressedd in later  chapters the often violent contest over  the form, centralist or  federalist, of the 

post-Independencee state was one of the most salient legacies of the breakdown of the Spanish 



coloniall  empire all throughout Latin America, hi Venezuela, for  example, 

whenn the time came to choose for  independence, the main debate centered around the 

questionn of which kind of state was to be created and what would be the ways for  achieving 

itss consolidation (Rios, 1995:149). 

Althoughh "submerged in many places between 1835 and 1845,"  this contest was to resurface 

"betweenn 1845 and 1870"  in "a second wave of federalism"  (Safford, 1985:383-384) which broke 

overr  several Latin American nations with renewed violence. A singularly catastrophic instance of 

suchh "wave"  were the Venezuelan Federal Wars, from which the forces of federalism were 

eventuallyy to emerge victorious over  their  centralist opponents. Sealed by an 1863 treaty (Tratado 

dee Coche) which critics then and now have blamed for  making too many concessions to the 

defeatedd regime, this victory is nonetheless generally regarded as having inaugurated a novel period 

inn Venezuelan history. 

Itt  is a commonplace in the Venezuelan historiography of the period to mention in passing a 

seemingg paradox without actually stopping to explore its trul y momentous implications. Namely 

thatt  while the war  was conducted by the federal forces on a program of state decentralization, which 

demandedd the devolution of larger  quotas of autonomy to the regions, their  victory would 

eventuallyy lead to the opposite: a process of state centralization the intensity and comprehensive-

nesss of which was trul y unprecedented in the previous history of the republic. In this regard the 

Falconn regime may be seen as a transitional moment in which federal and centralist forces 

undecidablyy jostled each other  without either  ever  gaining the upper  hand. Such an impasse was not 

"resolved""  until 1870 when, with the advent of the Guzma î dictatorship, in practice state central-

izationn became the overriding dynamic of the regime even if symbolically it was never 

unambiguouslyy acknowledged as such by the regime's apparatus of legitimation which, by and 

large,, remained predominantly federalist. As I argue, it was this incongruence between this central-

izingg impetus and the official symbolism of the Guzmen regime that largely accounts for  many of 

thee latter' s unresolved conundrums and instabilities. As is to be expected, the incongruence between 

ann aggressively pursued practice of centralization and a symbolic apparatus of legitimation 

articulatedd largely although not exclusively through a federalist rhethorics of state decentralization 
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couldd not but exacerbate the difficultie s already inflicted on the regime by an avowed republicanism 

forr  which the locus of power  had to be kept empty. 

Itt  is, however, already possible to discern Guzman Blanco's centralizing designs in his 1865 

viewss about the desired fate of Plaza Bolivar. Diligently advertised by his followers in the pages of 

ElEl  Federalists a pro-Guzmén newspaper, these views opposed Guzman's conception of the public 

squaree as a "park, "  a site for  "recreation and strolling,"  to the alternative, defended by opponents, of 

turnin gg Plaza Bolivar  into a "plaza de armas"  or  militar y square (Zawisza, T.n, 1988:32). Not 

havingg had access to the primar y sources regarding this particular  debate I cannot be certain about 

thee contemporary significance of the latter  proposal. In the case of the one advanced by Guzman 

thingss are, however, considerably clearer. Viewed in the larger  context of his entire trajectory this 

proposall  sheds light on the kind of state centralization which, just a few years later, would be 

activelyy pursued by the Guzman regime. 

Wit hh only slight modifications introduced during its execution, the overall physiognomy 

thatt  Plaza Bolivar  has until today kept was already prefigured in the 1862 design by the French 

engineerr  Alfred Roudier. That year  Roudier  arrived in Venezuela with another  colleague, 

Pillardeaux,, to make the studies for  a railroad line between Caracas and the coastal city of La 

Guaira,, the site of Venezuela's main international port. Although this initia l project never  crystal-

lizedd (it was only some years later  that the Guzntón administration inaugurated the railroad from 

Caracass to La Guaira), during his brief sojourn in Venezuela Roudier  made another  contribution to 

thee nation which, in retrospect, has proved to be considerably more lasting and consequential than 

thee railroad: the design of the plan for  Plaza Bolivar  which became the blueprint for  the eventual 

remodelingg of the public square. In Roudier's design the space of the square was divided by eight 

straightt  roads converging on an empty center  reserved for  the equestrian statue of the Liberator 

Simonn Bolivar. The resulting octogonal pattern~"popularl y known"  as "Britis h flag"  (ibid:34)--was 

too be completed by the architectural gardens and tall trees that eventually filled each of the eight 

triangularr  spaces that emerged between the converging roads. As Zawisza aptly remarks 

regardingg the morphological characteristics of the Roudier  plan, its solution, even if on the 

onee hand connected to French and Cartesian geometry, and, on the other, to the British 
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"square""  filled with trees, is found in neither  France or  England. In light of its assimilation 

andd diffusion here it may be considered a thoroughly Venezuelan typology, characteristic of 

ourr  nineteenth century (ibid). 

II  do not know whether  this "Venezuelan typology"  was the sole result of Roudier's improvisational 

geniuss or  if in any way it was also inflected by the expectations of those commissioning the design. 

Consideringg the extent to which the Guzmen regime, itself responsible for  implementing Roudier's 

plan,, was culturall y and economically oriented precisely towards both France and England I would 

nott  be surprising if the latter  was the case. This suspicion gains added substance from the 

considerationn that already when Roudier  drew his plan during the Falcon administration, it was 

wholeheartedlyy adopted from the start by Guzmen who became its main advocate from his dual 

positionn as both First Designate of the nation and Governor  of Caracas. 

Bee that as it may, what I would like to emphasize here is the extraordinary poetic prescience 

off  Roudier's "solution" . A few years in advance it already prefigured what would become the most 

intimat ee symbolic hearth of the Guzmancista state in a simultaneous relation of abstract 

exchangeabilityy with the "global system of nation states"  which, according to Prasenjit Duara 

(1995:158),, emerged everywhere in the world in the later  thir d of the nineteenth century. Roudier's 

hybri dd solution, which juxtaposed Cartesian geometry and British gardens with "th e Father  of the 

Nation""  greeting the masses on horseback from the very center  of the square, provided a fitting  and 

syntheticc expression for  the kind of late nineteenth century globalization which had in the Guzma î 

regimeregime its most effective local agent and representative. Not yet the late twentieth century 

phenomenon,, this earlier  globalizing wave was not in tension with but rather  presupposed the local 

statess as the agencies in charge of totalizing the nation and linkin g it whole to the international 

capitalistt  system. 

Al ll  this of course entailed a thorough redefinition of both 'nation' and 'state', as the two 

entitiess were understood in the prevailing liberal tradition . Whil e addressing this redefinition 

transcendss the scope of this dissertation, I just wish to emphasize that given the hybrid status of 

bothh the design and, later, of the square itself it is no wonder  that the latter  was adopted by the 

Guzmenn regime as the preeminent locus from within which to legitimize and symbolically ground 

itss project of state centralization. As some sort of universal equivalent allowing the conversion from 
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locall  to global, in its dual character  Plaza Bolivar  was the globalized local site which made it 

possiblee for  the state to symbolically collect the nation around Bolivar  and turn it whole towards the 

outside.. As is to be expected in its whole-making thrust this kind of state performative concentrated 

aa horrifi c quantum of violence bent on grinding all differences into the undifferentiated pulp which 

madee up the nation as organic totality. No wonder  if at least according to one novel from the period 

immediatelyy following Guzman the ruler  came to be known by his contemporaries as the 

"tremendouss nivelator"  (Pardo, 1981:53-55, 160). Besides its above alluded public-works 

component,, this "nivelating"  state performative also had technological underpinnings, and, in this 

respect,, it is at least poetically fitting  that Roudier's main occupation was not as urban planner  but 

ass railroad engineer. The facility with which at a moment's notice he switched from the latter 

occupationn to designing the plan of the square already indicates how much public squares, statues 

andd railroads belonged together  within the same late nineteenth century imaginary repertoire. This 

cann be seen simply by taking literall y expressions such as "state centralization"  or  "collecting the 

nationn around the centralizing state,"  which I have used generously throughout. In every case such 

expressionss presuppose the activity of wrenching things from their  contexts and bringing them at 

greatt  speed before a centrally positioned state subject capable of representing them as a collection 

forr  itself, all of which is of course in accord with Heidegger's definition of 'technics' (Weber, 

1996:7,, 51-54). As a juxtaposition of stasis and mobility, in characteristically nineteenth century 

fashionn this momentous state performative was pulled off by the Guzman regime through a 

combinationn of massive public works and locomotives. While the former  thoroughly broke down 

alll  the traditional sites of assembly and intercourse to establish the monumentalized public spaces 

fromfrom  within which the state-turned-into bronze or  stone could address and convene the nation, if not 

inn reality at least in the rhetorics of the regime it was the locomotives that were meant to break 

downn the nation's resistance and brought it fast before the state. A combination of railroads, 

telegraphss and a whole panoply of state-centralizing techniques-all introduced or  if not, as in the 

casee of the telegraph, nationalized by the Guzmaji regime9~they were the means used by the latter 

9.. "In 1875, by decree of President Antonio Guzmen Blanco, the electric telegraph was nationalized. It was from this 
timee that it received a real impulse, with its network extending throughout the national territory. Already by 1882 the 
telegraphicc service with Colombia was inaugurated, uniting therewith the lines of the two nations in the border town of 
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inn combination with public-works to bring about the massive overhaul of the nation. 

Al ll  the above wass probably not lost on the proponents of the alternative view of Plaza 

Bolfvar,, branded as "conservatives"  by the Guzman faction precisely because their  proposal 

envisagedd a measure of continuity with the public square's colonial past. In 1865, the year  when the 

above-mentionedd debate took place, Caracas' main public square still retained the overall 

physiognomyy that it had acquired in the closing decades of the colonial regime. It also exhibited the 

multifunctiona ll  character  that since the dawn of the colony accrued to the site as the setting where 

bothh the city's main marketplace was located and the focal civic and religious celebrations of the 

polityy routinely staged. Before the 1860s and 70s the single major  alteration that the republic had 

introducedd vis-a-vis the square concerned its name, changed in 1842 from Plaza Mayor' or  'Plaza of 

thee Cathedral'  to its present day designation as Plaza Bolfvar. Not that this republican baptismal 

eventt  was itself without consequences since not only did it anticipate but also called forth the 

momentouss transformations in both appearance and status needed to bring the public square in line 

withh the imaginary of the republic. 

Thatt  some kind of transformation was needed if the republic was at all to succeed in 

demarcatingg itself from the colony followed from the crucial symbolic status which, from the very 

beginning,, was assigned to the square by the colonial regime as the site in and around which the 

constitutivee principles of the colonial polity were publicly articulated and objectified. This site 

maintainedd its preeminent symbolic status within the polity at least until the first  decades of the 

twentiethh century, when a series of political, institutional and social changes overflowed the 

capacityy of the public square to single-handedly represent the polity. The continuing significance of 

thee square explains why from early on the republican regime that emerged from the wars of 

independencee against Spain faced the challenge of redesigning it in accordance with its own 

principles. . 

Althoughh the differences between the colonial and the republican regimes were to some 

extentt  already tacitly registered in the detail of the republican ceremony that was performed in the 

squaree since Independence, in itselff  this was insufficient. Given its symbolic status within the polity 

Sann Antonio del Tachira" (DHV, Tome ffl  1989:689). 
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itt  was also necessary to bring about a physical reshuffling of the site if, beyond ceremonial occa-

sions,, the republic was to achieve a more enduring and tangible expression. That such a reshuffling 

or,, as it eventually happened, remodeling had to wait several decades before it came about was not 

forr  any lack of awareness of its desirability among sectors of the republican leadership and the 

generall  public. Increasingly, from at least the 1840s just a few years after  Independence, a chorus of 

voicess denounced in thee press the presence of the marketplace in the square as an unseemly 

spectaclee which detracted from the dignity and sobriety which should attend to the site on account 

off  its ceremonial status within the polity. Already in 1845, for  example, the magazine "El Album" 

includedd a supplement with a print by Ramon Irazabal offering an idealized image of the square as 

aa largely empty site, and this, at a time in which it still teemed with the busy life of the marketplace 

(Zawisza,, 1988, V.IL30). A caption accompanying the print expresses hopes for  a time when, 

followingg its renaming as Plaza Bolivar  in 1842, the statue of the liberatorior  will be erected at the 

veryy center  of the square. In the strikin g iconoclasm of this Utopian vision of the square, thoroughly 

strippedd of its marketplace and already exhibiting the Bolivar  statue right  at the very spot where it 

onlyy would stand many years later, one may readily discern the insistent claims which the 

republicann imaginary made on the physical reality of the square. For  such an imaginary, the strict 

physicall  and symbolic demarcation between the sites of the polity and of civil society was the 

desiredd antidote to the baroque promiscuity between rulers and ruled, the state and its subjects 

whichh it retrospectively ascribed to the Ancien Régime and contemporarily identified, as an 

unwantedd survival, in the square's excessive comminghngs. The demarcation was explicitly 

regardedd as the preeminent means whereby both the rightful  functioning of the polity and the rights 

off  its citizens were to be preserved and guaranteed. As the example clearly suggests, oversight was 

nott  the reason for  the delay in thee remodeling of the square. Rather, such a delay was caused by the 

turbulentt  circumstances that afflicted the novel nation since its proclamation in 1830 after  the 

separationn from the Gran Colombia, and which made any concerted effort to reshape public space 

eitherr  financially or  logistically impracticable or  both. 

Thiss is not to suggest that the square was like a mirror  passively awaiting to reflect the 

constitutivee principles of one or  another  preexisting sociopolitical order. There is no such a thing as 

ann order  preexisting the actual sites, practices, polemics or  emblematic objects through which it is 
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workedd out, represented, objectified and imposed over  time either  inn compromise with or  if not 

againstt  alternative definitions and understandings. Precisely on account of its symbolic status 

withi nn the polity Caracas' main public square was from the beginning the foremost site where such 

laborr  of redefinition and objectification was carried out. Therefore focusing on this site, on the 

history,, polemics and deliberations which accompanied its successive modifications is crucial for 

gainingg insight into the ways in which, far  from settled beforehand, the constitutive principles of the 

sociopoliticall  order  were themselves established, fought over  and transformed over  time. 

ColonialColonial 'Foundations' 

Too provide any such historically comprehensive account of the public square falls well 

beyondd the scope of this chapter. In what follows I wil l just seize on that single yet iterable gesture 

fromm the foundational ceremony of the city of Caracas that may be said to have literall y ordered into 

existencee the spatial coordinates of the colonial order  that was articulated and objectified in and 

aroundd the square. I thus wish to bring out how much, from the very start, the city's symbolic 

orderingg issued from the foundational violence of a colonial wil l imprintin g itself on and as the law 

off  a conquered territory . In addressing the spatial semantics of the city as itself syntactically 

articulatedd by a wil l which, frozen in the city's stony layout, institutes the diacritics of its significant 

sitess -the places where authority relations and the relevant social distinctions are housed, manifested 

andd worked out-1 seek to foreground the city's spatial ordering as the uncircumventable stage where 

alternativee understandings, will s and designs were bound to clash and compromise. To suggest, 

also,, the extent to which the formulation of any alternative to the colony was also bound to work 

itselff  out on this stage, by means of the strategic rearrangement and even erasure of its objectified 

sites,, signposts and landmarks. The very character  of the republican regime that would eventually 

emergee victorious over  other  competing republicanisms from the ashes of the colony was to a large 

extentt  contingent on the actual character  of this alteration. To put it bluntly and somewhat 

schematically,, depending on which version of the square and of the city prevailed so too, ultimately, 

wouldd be the character  of the corresponding regime. And this did not entirely escape the 

contemporaries,, something that helps to account for  the sense of urgency in the contests and debates 

whichh they waged over  the material shape of their  world. 
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Itt  is for  all these reasons that I propose to discern the stakes in the 1865 debate about the 

publicc square's future physiognomy against the cluster  of physiognomical trait s which it still bore at 

thee time as an objectified embodiment of the colonial order. And this when already for  a while, at 

leastt  since 1830 with Independence, republican ideology had decreed this order  obsolete. What kind 

off  order  was it and how is it that its constitutive principles came to be inscribed in the spatiality of 

thee site? To answer  these questions perhaps no better  than to begin at the beginning with the 

inaugurall  'act'  whereby, in 1567 and after  having challenged his audience, the Conquistador  Diego 

dee Losada founded Caracas literall y on the tip of his sword. Symbolizing possession over  the 

territor yy of the new city in the name of the King this 'act'-or  rather  'acts', since, as I will indicate, 

theree were several—was, although pivotal, only one among the series of ceremonial "events which 

wentt  to make up a Foundation"  (Fraser, 1990:51), the name given to the ritual officially 

inauguratingg any new city or  town across the Spanish Empire. As Valerie Fraser  makes clear, 

neitherr  the sequence of events nor  their  precise character  were exactly the same from one 

Foundationn to another  (ibid: 52). Even if no document has been found describing the Caracas' 

ceremonyy or  stating its date (Beroes, 1992:563), there are, nevertheless, enough documented 

similaritiess among Foundations everywhere that a contemporary historian has felt sufficiently 

authorizedd to fashion a vivid rendition of the city's founding 'act'. This is how he describes it: 

afterr  giving the order  to place a pillor y were justice was to be executed (at the very center  of 

thee square) Losada mounted his horse with all his weapons, held his sword on high and 

surroundedd by all the inhabitants proclaimed aloud that in such site he was founding a city 

inn the name of God and of his Majesty the King, and if there was anyone present who 

wishedd to contradict him to step forward that he would defend his stance, and as a signal of 

possessionn he simultaneously with his bare sword knocked the pillor y and everyone present 

respondedresponded all at once: long live the King our  Lord. This ceremony was repeated and after 

beingg reiterated for  the third time Losada, with the utmost solemnity, declared the city of 

Santiagoo de Leon de Caracas founded (Nectario Maria 1983:112). 

Itselff  a reiteration of what went on in foundation ceremonies everywhere (Misle,, 1992:171), 

onee thing to notice in the paragraph above is how Losada's founding 'act'  splits, self-dividing across 
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aa series of instances which disclose origins as an originary structure of repetition. Thus, after 

defiantlyy raising his sword before the audience, the Conquistador  knocks it three consecutive times 

againstt  the "pillory "  of justice in a sequence the completion of which is what may be said to found 

thee city. One might then say that, in its prescribed seriality, the repetitions tacitly acknowledge the 

contaminationss always already threatening to derail any foundation while, at the same time, striving 

too contain such derailing within the kind of trinitaria n structure that, at least in the West, is perhaps 

thethe canonical way of returnin g historicit y to its authorizing source. In other  words, the repetitions 

bothh seem to take beforehand into account what Derrida has said concerning foundations while 

simultaneouslyy striving to prevent the more dire consequences of his saying. Or, as he puts it, that 

forr  any 'foundation' to be identified as such and delivered into the futur e as that which must be 

conservedd it must be repeatable and repeated, yet such repetitions in turn inerradicably alter  this 

foundation'ss identity by exposing it to its excluded outside (Derrida, 1992:38-39,43-44,55). This 

contaminationn is what the trinitaria n repetition of the founding act seemed designed to prevent 

while,, at the same time, unwittingl y acknowledging the hazardous temporality to which any 

'foundation''  along with the identity that it procures is delivered. When generalizing below about the 

identityy of the colonial order  that was imprinted in the city's topography I wil l try not to loose sight 

off  this troubled 'acknowledgement', gesturing whenever  possible towards the colonial scene of 

inscriptionn where this identity was belatedly instituted through the iterable practices which also 

ceaselesslyy and more or  less minutely transformed it. 

Butt  before I come to this I wish first to call attention briefl y to a "knocking*  which is, to say 

thee least, momentous. For  is it not the case that such a knocking of 'sword' against 'justice' glaringly 

displayss what is otherwise meant to be kept hidden, namely, the inextricable relations between 

'force''  and the 'law' according to which rather  than exterior  "force"  is from the beginning interior  to 

thee law, "implie d in the very concept of justice as law"  (ibid:5)?. Whereas such a performative logic 

hadd already been tried out and refined over  a period of centuries in wars against the 'moors' in the 

Iberiann peninsula, what beyond any possible precedents is crucial to realize here are the 

implicationss of so explicitly founding the city on the twin pillar s or  "pillories "  of 'force' and the 

'law' .. To begin with, one thing such a dual foundation most emphatically does is to display in 

public,, for  everyone to see, the law's overriding ambition to subject thoroughly space to its own 
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overarchingg designs, thus addressing the territory assigned to the new city as blank slate to be 

completelyy inscribed by a colonial script. No single resistance, lacuna or opacity was to be tolerated 

inn the forceful imprinting of the terrain with the colonizing order's legality, hence the explicit 

displayy of both 'force' and law' in a momentous performative meant to make unequivocal the law's 

willingnesss to crush whatever might cross its path. 

Itt is not all that surprising if Foundation ceremonies everywhere so glaringly and explicitly 

displayedd the inextricable relations between 'force' and the law'. When one considers that what this 

ceremonyy ultimately was is a machine designed for delivering order into the landscape of the new 

city,, forcefully imprinting the latter with the former as its unequivocal and uncontestable law, then 

thingss could never be made all too clear. That imposing order was the ceremony's overriding 

concernn may be readily gauged from the following instructions which the King gave to Pedranas 

Davilaa in 1513 for the Conquest of the Central American mainland from the original Spanish base 

inn the Caribbean, and where 'order' figures with an insistence bordering on the obsessive: 

afterr consideration has been made of those things necessary for settlement, and the most 

convenientt site has been chosen (...) you should distribute the plots of the place to make the 

houses,, and these should be distributed according to the qualities of thee persons, and from 

thee beginning they must be assigned in order: so that once the plots have been made the 

townn will look orderly, both in the place assigned for the square as in that where the church 

wil ll  stand, as in the order that the streets must have; because in those places which are made 

fromfrom scratch imposing order from the start will guarantee that, with littl e effort or expense, 

theyy will stay orderly while in those other placess that already exist order will never be 

achievedd (Colección de Documentos inéditos Relativos al Descubrimiento, Conquista y 

ColonizaciónMadridColonizaciónMadrid 1864-1884, V.XXXIX, P.280 - quoted by Rama, 1984:6). 

Suchh an 'order' and even more was what the "Foundation' ceremonies everywhere delivered with an 

indeedd impressive regularity, as evidenced by the extraordinary likeness of ground plan among a 

greatt many of the countless cities and towns which the Spaniards founded across an immense 

territoriall  expanse. Reiterated from one place to the next, everywhere a 'chessboard layout' of square 

blockss and straight, narrow streets intersecting at an angle of 90 degrees and converging, finally, on 
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ann open, central square to this day confers a somewhat baffling similarit y on a vast majorit y of 

urbann centers, both large and small, throughout the region. And what such a reiterated geometric 

layoutt  most unequivocally conveys is order, itself manifest in the exact symmetry of its sections as 

muchh as in the linearity of the streets were no obstacle should intercept the straight path of the gaze. 

Ann order  so complete, in fact, that leaving littl e to chance it speaks of the extent to which the 

overalll  design of the city was lawfull y compelled from the start by the dictates of an ordering will . 

AA will , in other  words, right from the start bent on preventing anything from going astray by 

disposingg things so that the place would "stay orderly"  for  times to come. Just the sort of wil l that, 

ass much in Caracas as elsewhere, was codified and orchestrated in the Foundation ceremonies 

whichh concern me here, and whose overall formalit y has been so abundantly documented for  so 

manyy places in the continent. 

Because,, at least as they nowadays reach us in their  written afterlife, it is indeed remarkable 

thee care with which the ceremonies orchestrated the wil l enuntiated in the founder's reiterated 

knockingg through the ensuing installation of the legitimate authorities charged with imprintin g such 

wil ll  into the city's layout. Whether  following immediately after  the tripl e loiocking' or  in some 

futur ee time, intrinsi c to any Foundation ceremony was the 

dedicatoryy mass in a newly erected church or  at least in its proposed site, and also a 

secularr  ceremony, which usually involved the symbolic instigation of secular  justice 

togethertogether with the actual formation of the first  town council or  cabildo by 

appointmentt  of the necessary officials (Fraser, 1990:52). 

Beforee its actual beginnings the new city was therefore ceremonially endowed with the two 

institutions-thee municipal council or  'cabildo' and the Church-which together  made up the local 

authorit yy structure of any major  city or  town across the Spanish New World . At the beginning, then, 

andd before anything really began, a powerful r^rformativ e tightl y compressing origins withi n a 

singlee site. Because, indeed, taken as a whole not only did the ceremonies articulate the wil l of the 

coloniall  enterprise with its local institutions, forcefully imbuing the latter  with the former  as their 

law,, but in so doing they also localized the two setting both into place. And this place was none 

otherr  than the central square. Prior  to the performance, and as one of its critical prerequisites, "th e 
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placee assigned to the square"  had to be staked out as the space uniquely appropriate for  its staging 

andd as the site in and around which the power  structure instituted by the ceremony was to be housed 

(ibid) .. Hence the characteristic clustering of buildings which, disposed along its perimeter, 

everywheree collected around the 'pillory ' of justice right  at the very center  of the square, a pattern 

stilll  nowadays discernible not only in Caracas but in countless other  places, both large and small, 

acrosss Spanish America. Comprising both church and 'cabildo', along with the houses of the crown 

representativess and the main local notables or  "vecinos principales,"  as well as the goal for  the 

transgressors,, this pattern amounted no less than to an in situ crystallization of the colonial order, it 

itselff  was the setting from within which this order  was instituted and reproduced locally. A trul y 

momentouss spatial configuration it, after  all, may have turned out to be the ceremony's most 

enduringg legacy. 

Andd it matters littl e if things "really "  happened in the exact order  which the ceremony 

prescribed.. What is more crucial is that this was the only appropriate and recognized sequence, the 

'proper ''  order  in which things ought to originate even if for  that things had to be repeatedly and 

belatedlyy brought back to order. And so, whatever  may have been the case, in every case the public 

squaree was spatially staked out somewhere in between "th e formal inspection and choice of site"  by 

thee head of the militar y expedition and the subsequent laying out of "th e squares, streets and 

blocks""  so that "construction could begin"  (Fraser, 1990:52). Poised, so to speak, at the very brink 

off  the future, it was at this spatio-temporal junctur e or  crucible that the square was from the start 

institutedd as the local powerhouse of the colony. Imaginaril y envisaged complete with its ring of 

buildingss housing the authorities lording over  the here and the hereafter  even when the site was just 

wind-sweptt  and barely cleared from shrubs and weeds, from the beginning the square was posited 

ass the source and telos of virtuall y everything. Posited, in other  words, as the sole legitimate foci 

fromfrom  which to draw the quantum of power  and authority needed to ensure that everything "could 

begin""  (and stay) right. 

Too be sure, the laying out of the ground plan of the new town as a geometric grid of square 

blockss and straight, narrow streets. But also, and most importantly , the "orderly "  distributio n of 

plotss "according to the quality of the persons"  composing the militar y expedition. Which meant, 

abovee all, assigning such plots in such a way that their  relative size and location indexed the relative 
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"quality ""  of the beneficiaries without, however, destroying through sheer  arbitrariness the very 

orderr  which was so eagerly sought. And, for  this, nothing more convenient than the geometric 

layout.. For  one thing, it made possible for  such plots to be assigned according to numerical and 

geometricc criteri a which enveloped the asymmetries of the distributio n with the symmetrical 

certaintiess of languages universally accepted at the time. Thus, if in terms of either  social status, the 

sheerr  size of their  economic investments or  both the leaders of the expedition were assumed to be 

wayy above the rest of the party, then the geometric layout allowed for  such differences to be 

mappedd with some exactitude into the landscape. It sufficed, for  this purpose, with establishing a 

descendinglyy gradated distributio n allowing for  all sorts of possibilities in between. At one end, 

entiree square blocks would be granted to the most prominent among the settlers not overlooking the 

sitess where convents or  the university were to stand while, at the other, plain soldiers or  commoners 

wouldd have to make do with, let us say, just l/10th or  less of that surface. In true Renaissance 

fashion,, all along a semblance of redistributiv e fairness was maintained by couching the 

imponderabless of social difference into the calculable vocabularies of mathematics and geometry. 

Butt  the layout further  met the requirementss of difference and hierarchy by allowing these to be 

minutelyy mapped into the spatial proxemics of the site. Thus, finding oneself among the new place's 

notabless not only meant receiving a plot exactly so many times larger  than that of one's neighbors; 

also,, that this plot would be so many meters or  palms closer  to the center  with the social pinnacle of 

thee new town housed in the better, more imposing houses standing side by side the Church, goal 

andd 'cabildo' along the perimeter  of its central square. 

Nott  just, then, the hub of a hierarchically ordered world the central square was, more 

critically ,, the dynamic site from where such world was instituted and authoritatively maintained 

overr  time, and not the least as an orderedd design or  pattern inscribed in the very spatiality of the site. 

Beforee further  exploring its manifold sociocultural implications, it is relevant to indicate here that 

thiss square-centered pattern was itself found at either  side of the colonial divide demarcating the 

"republi cc of Spaniards'*  from the "republi c of Indians" . For  many historians the organization of 

bothh colonizers and colonized into these two separate "republics"  amounted to what was perhaps 

thee single most encompassing social and institutional framework of the colony. Not only were each 

off  these two "republics"  endowed by Crown legislation with a unique juridica l status as well as 
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withh broadly similar political structures, even if of the two the "republic of Spaniards" exhibited a 

muchh greater degree of institutional complexity than its counterpart; also, the similarity of urban 

layoutt between these two separate "republics" made them into mirror reflections of each other. 

Whilee in this chapter I am mostly concerned with the colonizer's "republic*' it is good to keep in 

mind,, however, that the "republic of the Indians" was itself colonially encased in a network of 

townss conforming to a broadly similar spatial design. Erected everywhere across the empire, in 

whatt is nowadays Venezuela all the "pueblos de indios" or main Indian towns were originally set 

upp in order to bring together, enframe and exercise control over the largely nomadic tribes which 

thee Spaniards first met in the central and coastal areas of the conquered territory. Although in a 

muchh more modest scale and adhering less to a strict chessboard layout nevertheless all these Indian 

townss were, from the start, erected as simplified versions of their more imposing Spanish 

counterparts.. Just like the latter, in line with colonial legislation they were also all focused on their 

centrall  squares. The indisputable seats of local authority, much like their Spanish equivalents the 

centrall  squares of these Indian towns also invariably housed the Church and the "indigenous" 

politicall  structure gathered in the colonially installed "cabildos de indios" or Indian municipal 

councils.. It was from these powerfully charged sites that the subjugated local populations were 

themselvess collected and made politically and economically accountable to their colonial rulers. 

Instantiated,, then, at each side of the colony's fundamental divide, the ubiquity of this spatial pattern 

speakss eloquently about the significance which it had for the articulation of the social order of the 

colony. . 

Because,, generated and institutionally maintained from the central square, not only did such 

patternn spatially codified the existing social hierarchy but it also helped to naturalize it by parading 

ass its visible, most lasting embodiment. One, moreover, that on account of the compelling 

simplicityy of its design lent itself to all kinds of signifying operations, thus, for example, converting 

sociall  into chronological precedence and back. If antiquity of occupation indeed figured among the 

preeminentt titles sustaining the claims of the local aristocracy to economic and political power, then 

thee spatial layout was a most effective means of demonstrating and asserting it. Thus dwelling near 

orr around the square in and of itself certified one's condition as "old settler" and, so, not only did 

residentiall  location figure among the main perquisites but it was also one of the crucial prerequi-
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sitess of rale. This, of course, meant that the principles of the local order  were encoded in the 

topographyy of the site along coordinates that were not just spatial but also simultaneously temporal. 

Itt  was withi n this doubly encoded topography that, from the start, any newcomers had to find their 

wayy if they at all wished to be reckoned into town. And, even if they happened to be white, finding 

thee way often meant having one's identity seized and redefined within a classificatory grid laden 

withh all sorts of spatio-temporal connotations. Hence, for  example, to be branded as Blanco de 

orilla ''  or  'whit e from the edges' was inextricably also to have one's parvenu condition most saliently 

demonstratedd by one's place of residence right at the edges of town. It was in these outlying areas, 

theree where the town's last blocks and streets shed any sharp contours blurrin g into the surrounding 

hinterland,, that one joined, or, better, increasingly found oneself unceremoniously lumped together 

withh freed blacks, Indians and mixed-bloods. 

But,, whatever  the outcome was, negotiating one's way into town was above all to deal and 

comee to terms with the authority structure housed in its central square. First of all, with the town's 

municipall  council or  'cabildo'. Originall y composed of members elected from within the local 

aristocracyy together  with the Crown's appointed representatives, in later  years the institution 

partiall yy lost its status as an elected body seeing its ranks increasingly swelled from the sale of 

officess by the Crown direly in need of financial resources to pursue it ruinous militar y ventures in 

Europe.. It was from withi n this governing local body that any newcomers had to obtain permission 

too dwell anywhere in town together  with the plot to erect their  residences. Yet authorizing and 

assigningg residence was only one among the many functions that the 'cabildo' discharged locally. 

Otherr  such functions were collecting taxes, maintaining good order  or  'policfa' , assigning 

agricultura ll  lands and indigenous laborers to individual s and families in the town's hinterland and, 

inn general, making sure that a minimum of hygiene and propriety prevailed in the place. Last but by 

noo means least and often in combination with the Church, the other  institution with which town-

dwellerss including newcomers had to deal constantly, the local municipal council was also in 

chargee of orchestrating the civic and religious festivities which on special dates gathered local lif e 

inn the central square showily displaying it all across its surface (Troconis, 1992:88-90; Williamson, 

1992:97;;  Guerra, 1992:64-68; Haring, 1963:156-157). 

Because,, to a large extent, visibilit y indeed was the name of the local game. Very much in 
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linee with its 'neo-thomist'  theological underpinnings, in this world everything was ultimately played 

outt  along the axis of the visible. Which is why legislating and orchestrating appearances was such a 

constantlyy recouped endeavor. Hence the profusion of ordinances and laws which, emanated from 

thee institutions in the central square, sought to reinstall the visible markers of the 'order' originated 

att  that site "fro m scratch". To be sure those having to do with maintaining the cityscape's proper 

appearance,, so that the hierarchical order  of society could show forth in the very order  of its sites. 

Butt  also the intricat e maze of ordinances which legislated the dress codes, prerogatives and even 

bodilyy demeanors of the different classes of peoples moving across this cityscape's inner  boundaries 

inn and out of their  allotted sites so that, at any moment of their  busy comings and goings, a quick 

glancee would suffice to give anyone a rough sense of their  trades and station in life. What to wear 

andd when, who had or  did not have the right to bear  arms or  ride horses, which clothes, colors and 

bannerss identified the different brotherhoods or  corporations, how were the different categories of 

peopless to be arranged in church, processions and festivities and what order  or  precedence should 

prevaill  among them, and even the kinds of salutes and forms of address which they should trade 

whenn meeting one another—these were all decisions which, often codified as ordinances or  laws, 

ultimatelyy resided with or  at least were ratified by the authorities in and around the central square 

(Brito-Figueroa,, 1975:164-165; King, 1953:531; Leal Curiel, 1990:120-145, 156-169,170-181, 

189-210;;  Lombardi, 1982:48^*9; Olaechea, 1992:17, 250; Morse, 1984:81-82; Rojas Mix, 

2000:128,131-132;;  Solano, 1990:186-191). One may, then, regard the square as the decision-

makingg site from where the corporate world of the colony gathered around its perimeter  was 

institutedd and maintained in all its prolix visibility . But, also, as the designated space where, on 

markedd occasions, this world was purposefully collected and lavishly put on display. Processions, 

bull-fight ss and all other  sorts of recreational games, the instigation of both secular  and religious 

authorities,, the execution of criminals or  rebels or  the ceremonies marking the passing of monarchs 

orr  their  accession to the Spanish crown, these were all occasions when the compelling need the 

locall  order  had of visually displaying and articulatin g all its relevant distinctions and structuring 

principless was fulfille d at one site. 

Thee above was very much the case with thee two aspects or  dimensions—the different 'orders' 

orr  'estates' and the 'caste' system—which together  with the monarchy commentators often single out 
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ass the main structurin g principles of the colony. If, regulated by law, a kind of racially inflected 

'caste''  system or  what in Spanish was called 'castas' was consubstantial to local colonial society, 

thenn it so happened that such 'system' was often on parade. Amounting to a hierarchical ordering 

rangingg from whites at the top and Indians all the way at the bottom with different categories of 

mixed-bloodss in between (Williamsom, 1992:144), occasionally this 'caste 'system' appeared whole 

att  the square. Its members distinctly ranked and dressed, as well as arranged on processions or 

groupedd in separate guilds, brotherhoods or  'militias ' (citizen militar y batallions), on such occasions 

thee separate 'castes' were differentiall y articulated through a motley array of contrasting colors and 

styless visually refracted on the clothings, emblems and banners displayed at the site. So, too, the 

Church,, the Army and the local aristocracy represented in the secular  authority or  'cabildo'-together 

withh the Crown representatives and the different guilds the main corporate 'orders' or  estates 

comprisingg local society—on special occasions made themselves visibly present in the square. Made 

salientt  by a series of distinctive markers, which members conspicuously wore on their  clothes or 

proudlyy carried as banners, the corporate identities of all these 'orders' were securely protected by 

law.. It was, in turn, these very laws that invested these groupings with a series of special duties and 

privileges,, thus, for  example, the right  members of the army or  the clergy had to be tried by peers in 

theirr  own courts. Individual s in these corporations were all highly jealous of their  inherited 

privilegess and status, hence the unending battles over  precedence which in all their  amazing 

punctiliousnesss crowd the pages of many of the documents nowadays resting in the colonial 

sectionss of the archives (Leal Curiel, 1990:171-194). Such battles ranged from the proper  seating 

arrangementss in the Cathedral to the use of emblems and objects by individuals or  groups or  to the 

adequatee order  of persons and corporations in the ceremonies that were held inside either  temple or 

'cabildo''  or  were continued just outside in the public square. In and of themselves, the rows bear 

glaringg testimony to the status accorded to the visible as the crucible where many of the most 

cruciall  local stakes were ultimately played out. 

Thiss status the visible had as the epiphany of the social order  reached a singularly strikin g 

realizationn in the festivities that in 1789 were celebrated in Caracas with the occasion of the 

proclamationn of Charles IV , the Spanish Borbon king, to the crown. Al l throughout, the festivities 

dazzlinglyy unfolded around the portrait s of both King and Queen that stayed prominently displayed 
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forr  the duration in the "main platform"  (ibid: 140) right  at the center  of the square. It was from 

withi nn this central site that the portrait s of the monarchs exercised the dual powers that Louis Mari n 

attribute ss to representations generally and which, according to him, were during the ancien régime 

seizedd by the King' s portrait s as means to constitute the power  of the King. Namely, the power 

representationss have to make present and visible as if somehow livin g right  here among the 

beholderss what is otherwise absent or  dead, and which Mari n calls representation's powers of 

presence.. Also, representation's other  power  to intensify and legitimize the identity of the 

representedd much lik e passports flashed before the authorities at a border  have the power  of 

legitimizingg and intensifying the identities of the bearers. And this he calls the power  of 

representationn to institute a subject (Marin , 1988:5-6). As Mari n makes clear, the seizing of these 

duall  powers by the King' s portrait s as means to constitute through reflection the very power  of the 

Kin gg was during the French Classical Age, in Spain broadly corresponding to the Baroque, made 

possiblee by the political inflections of a secular  theology. In other  words, the theories of absolutism 

wouldd have modulated politicall y the theological formula 'thi s is my body' in such a way as to turn 

thee King' s many portrait s into the reflecting surfaces which belatedly instituted the very identity and 

powerr  of monarchs right  before their  subjects (ibid:9-12). 

II  cannot pursue here Marin' s arguments in all their  extraordinary richness and complexity, 

thus,, for  example, the chiasmic exchange between the writin g of the king's history and his 

representationss which he proposes as the very medium within which the imaginary of absolutism 

tookk shape (ibid:8, 86-88,121-122). What I wish to do, instead, is to call attention to these royal 

portrait ss exercising their  thaumaturgy from within the very center  of power  that according to the 

ideologyy of republicanism had to be kept empty. At the beginning of this chapter  I intimated how 

manyy of the difficultie s that the Guzman regime faced in its centralizing impetus to a large extent 

stemmedd from this center's presupposed emptiness. Or, more, precisely, from the conundrums 

whichh the regime faced in its efforts to meet the two requirements that it was answerable to without, 

inn the process, coming apart at the seams. That is the dual requirements of, on the one hand, fillin g 

upp the center  of power, and, on the other, leaving it empty if the regime was at all to draw any 

legitimacyy from its purported republicanism. In view of all this there is, perhaps, no better  way of 

makingg salient the differences between the republic and the colony than to juxtapose side by side 
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thee status which the two regimes assigned to their  respective centers of power. And in order  to gain 

somee sense of the difference it suffices to compare the contortions which the Guzman regime 

underwentt  in its efforts to circumvent the iconoclastic republican stricture with the ease with which 

inn 1789, just a few years before Independence, the royal effigies filled up the center  of power  right 

att  the very center  of the square. 

Thiss contrast of royal ease and republican contortions speaks loudly of the crucial 

differencess between two starkly opposed political styles and regimes, no matter  how many continui-

tiess one may indeed detect beneath the political surface. Because, although important, these 

continuitiess only achieve significance or  exert their  effects right across this surface as its traces are 

citedd and redeployed within an unfolding sociopolitical syntax. But before in any way addressing 

thee thorny issue of the differences and continuities between the regimes, it is first necessary in the 

nextt  chapter  to gain a better  understanding of the complexion and dynamics of the colony. 


